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Homecoming hello 
Johnnie and Andrea Moore kicked off the Homecoming festivities with the school's annual parade. The weekend also 
featured a 20-foot bonfire and tailgate parties. An overwhelming win against Coastal Carolina capped off a successful 
Homecoming Weekend, which welcomed Liberty alumni from around the world and fostered school spirit. 
Garrett addresses health care bill 
SHOULD HAVE PUT 
A STRING ON IT 
Richard and Mayumi 
Heene's claims that their son 
was carried away in a "flying 
saucer-like helium balloon" 
were found to be false by 
the Fort Collins, Colo, sheriff 
department, according to 
the Associated Press. Sheriff 
iinrt Alderden said evidence 
suggested the , Heenes 
created the hoax to market 
themselves for reality TV. 
The Heenes currently face a 
myriad of charges including 
corispiracy, contributing to 
the delinquency of a minor 
and' making, a false report, 
: fegWing to the AR 
maxirftum sentence -
ffftbe more s&tere:Of;thesfe 
#!ttife$ is six years in^prison 
and 5500,000 in fines, 
OUT OF SHAPE? 
health .careiirlte • 
yilisjessed by .ithS'ilftfcv 
Finance arsd Health 
' jplpi i ttes ^'csAjipSif p!B • 
trouble fbr: 
<;^glweight, smoke d . 
high cholesterol, according : 
tt-She: WashingtSh'; >iost; ^^ 
Hhe bill more than doubles 
the rewards and penalties 
that employers can apply 
to • employees' medical 
evaluation results. 
AN APPLE A DAY 
ificseks. have- rtsittiifcsow.-
$200 per share for Apple 
in the fourth quarter, 
according to FoxNews.com. 
"We are thrilled to have sold 
more Macs and IPhories 
than In' any previous 
quarter;' Apple CEO Steve 
Jobs said."We'vegot ...some: 
really great r^ ew products 
for 2010." 
Matthew Coleman 
ASST. N E W S EDITOR 
'Ilie Ainericans For Prosperity's 
"Keep Your Hands off my Health 
Care" tour came to Liberty 
Wednesday Oct. 14. Dr. Scott 
Garrett, the Republican candidate 
tor the House of Delegates in 
Virginia's 23rd district, spoke against 
the proposed health care bill and 
the impact it will have on America's 
medical system. 
A veteran surgeon, Garrett has 
completed over 13,000 surgeries 
in his career. Drawing from 
his experience, he believes the 
proposed health care reform will 
add a "bureaucratic layer" to the 
doctor-patient relationship that will 
only hinder the medical system. 
"I know a little bit about health 
care, and what it means to central 
.Virginians," Garrett said. "I can tell 
you, categorically you do not want a 
federal bureaucrat looking over my 
shoulder when you are asleep on 
my operating table. It just doesn't 
. work." 
A primary concern Garrett has 
with proposed health carereform is 
the availability ot medical services. 
See GARRETT on A3 
Rove speaks; 
Hannity calls 
on Friday 
Amanda Baker 
EDITOR IN CHIEF 
Amanda Sullivan 
N E W S EDITOR 
Liberty University students, fac-
ulty stafi and alumni came to con-
vocation on Friday expecting to hear 
Fox News personality Sean Hannity 
but they were in tor a surprise when 
former White House Chief of Staff 
Karl Rove took the stage Instead. 
Hannity's absence was due to a case 
of the flu, leaving the administration 
scrambling the night before to find a 
replacement speaker. 
"We started calling everyone we 
knew because we didn't want to let 
you down," Chancellor Jerry Falwell 
Jr. said while introducing Rove to the 
audience. "At 8:30 (Tliursday) night, 
I sent an e-mail to Karl Rove, and 
within five minutes he had answered 
my e-mail and said, 'I'll be there.'" 
Rove, who served in former Presi-
dent George W Bush's administra-
tion, spoke on serving others and 
being prepared tor different lite situ-
ations, He cited his own experiences 
of working in the White House, 
traveling with Bush and witnessing 
everyday Americans strive to break 
tree from the common stereotypes. 
He included examples of a single 
mom living ott welfare and a teacher 
who graduated from Harvard Uni-
versity and could be making a six-
figure salary but chose to work as a 
high school teacher Instead. 
Rove also .mentioned one of the 
last meetings he attended with Bush 
while working at the White House, 
where a 61-year-old man from Ne-
vada had requested an age waiver to 
join the Marines, His oldest son had 
died during the War on Terror in the 
Middle East, and the man wanted to 
offer his skills as an orthopedic sur-
geon, 
"Now, I am not suggesting we all 
go out and join the Marines, but I 
am suggesting that it Is a reminder 
to us of our obligations we have as 
Americans to, in our own way fol-
lowing our own passion, at a time we 
consider to be right, to serve a cause 
greater than ourselves, " Rove said. 
See ROVE on A2 
PHOTO PROVIDED 
$16,000 for Students Behind our Soldiers 
Mellnda Zosh 
N E W S R E P O R T E R 
Mandl Forth "and her fi-
ance strolled onto a red car-
pet into an upscale reception. 
Outside, men in tuxedos and 
suits greeted them. Inside, she 
found shrimp appetizers and 
a chocolate fountain. The mo-
ment she had been anticipat-
ing had fi nally arrived. 
L-iberty students and 
Lynchburg residents con-
gregated outside three days 
before Regal Cinemas for 
its grand, during which the 
theater offered admission fbr 
one dollar, popcorn for one 
dollar and soda for one dollar. 
Regal's profits from the three-
day special would be going to 
three charities in Lynchburg. 
Thursday Oct. 6, Forth, 
founder and staff adviser of 
Students Behind Our Sol-
diers (SBS), eagerly waited 
her turn to enter the the-
ater. Wednesday's proceeds 
would go to the club that she 
had founded. She knew that 
Wednesday's sales brought • 
In the most revenue, but she 
did not know the amount. 
Forth was expecting 
$1,000 or $2,000.. 
But Regal Cin-
ema awarded her 
gsroup $16,000. She 
handed out flyers 
the day of the event, 
and Regal did the 
rest, .she said. 
"So much work 
was already done 
tor us," said Forth. 
"Tliey did all their own aciver-
tlsements knowing that they 
weren't going to make money 
from the sales." 
Forth said she was abso-
Top Dollar — Mandi Forth (left), founder and staff adviser for Liberty club 
Students Behind our Soldiers, accepts a check from Regal Cinemas. 
lutely shocked that her club 
was given $16,000. 
, "It was way too good to be 
true," said Forth. "I could not 
believe It and I still cannot be-
lieve It, except I have this huge 
cardboard check in my room, 
like the ones you see in the 
movies." 
See SBS on A3 
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Swine flu outpaces seasonal virus 
Funding the 
IJbert^radlo'islatiort, 90.9Tp?li9Fit 
held its annual fundraiser Odfej^t' ' 
and to help fund student schcHaPships 
as well as operaHonal expenses-for the 
station. The drive garnered 81 pereeUt 
of the necessary fund^^-tiin the sta-
tion, just shy of the 
A student-run progrcinm, The Ligfrt re-
lies on donations to operate the facil-
ity, For information on donating to The 
Light, visit thelightonllne^om. 
'Outstanding Parenri 
^Jssay Winner -
Taylor Thompson, vi/ori, the Parent 
and Fannily Connections Office's first 
"Outstanding Parent AwBtdi' in honor 
of his mother last week. Thompson 
was one of 135 applicants for the prize, 
' He received 150 meal points and his 
mother will be a guest in the Carter 
Glass Marision during Family Weekend 
Oct, 30-31. The award will be present-
ed to Thompson and his mother at the 
Chancellor's Dinner in Campus North 
1500 October 30. 
Award Winning Buses 
The Greater Lynchburg Transit Com-
; pany {GCTC) was awarded the Out-
standing Transit System Achievement 
Award from the; American Public Trans-
portation Association (APTA) for 2009. 
GIJC partnered with Liberty University 
in 2007 and has since helped reduce 
traffic congestion and C02 emissions. 
^Approximately 2 million Liberty stu-
srdents ri<ie the GLTC each fiscat 
Sarah Blanzy 
NEWS REPORTER 
According to, Dr, Richard 
Lane, the Director of Student 
Health Services for Liberty, 
essentially no seasonal flu has 
been detected by state labs 
for the past several months, 
All cases of the flu have been 
H l N l — t h e swine flu. 
Light Medical is currently 
seeing about 10-20 cases of 
H l N l daily, and at least 500 
cases of the virus have been 
detected in the Liberty student 
body since school began. 
Students who become ill 
with the swine flu, Lane recom-
mends that they start taking 
Tamiflu immediately (within 
the first 48 hours), use Tylenol 
to control the fever (never take 
aspirin as this may lead to Reye 
Syndrome), wear a mask if they 
must be in public, avoid being 
around other people and wash 
their hands regularly. 
Students who have contract-
ed the flu should be sure treat it 
properly as complications with 
swine flu patients are resulting 
in bronchitis and pneumonia. 
Healthy individuals can avoid 
the flu by getting adequate rest 
and nutrition, washing their 
hands regularly and wearing a 
mask when around sick people. 
Dr. Boyd Rist, Provost and 
Vice President for Academic 
Affairs, has advised the faculty 
to be flexible on attendance pol-
icies when students are missing 
classes because of the flu. He 
said it is important to limit ex-
posure and students with the flu 
should not attend classes. Some 
professors are posting lectures 
and assignments online to help 
students stay current with their 
coursework while they are sick. 
"Department chairs, deans 
and my office will work with 
students on an individual basis 
who may encounter problems 
with grades and attendance pol-
icy related to this special situa-
tion," Rist said. 
Contact Sarah Blanzy at 
seblanzy@liberty.edu. 
w 
Be Prepared — Karl Rove (second from left) encouraged students with 
stories from the White House and everyday Americans. Rove filled in for 
Sean Hannity during Friday's convocation. 
ROVE continued 
"It is as old as the Bible itselfj to love 
our neighbor ... It is important as 
Christians, it is important as human 
beings, it is vital as Americanir 
Although Hannity was not able to at-
tend convocation. He still .spoke to the 
audience via a phone call with Falwell 
that was broadcast through the Vines 
Center speaker,"!. He promisedstuiients 
to make up his absence by atfehdifi^ a 
concert with Michael W Smith some-
time this year V. I i • 
Hannity also took the t ime to re-
liimnms Stcidlio 
October Special 
Purchase $50orgreaterof lotions: 
receive 1 /2 OFF you next tanning package purchase. 
(excliidessinglesessions, 6 months and 1 yrpackages) 
(must purchase ta nning package at time of lotion purchase 
Not valid with Other offers 
jperajstomer Expires Oct 31 
mind students to put Christ first in 
their lives. 
"There is no obstacle, there is noth-
ing that can get in your way if you put 
Jesus Christ first in your life, ifyou put 
God first in your life, and you put do-
ing what is right first in your life," Han-, 
nity said during the phone call. "There 
is nothing you will not be able to 
achieve and great things will happen if 
you do it, if that priority remains in its 
proper order." 
Contact Amanda Baker at 
ambakerZ^liberty.edu. 
. Contact Amanda Sullivan at 
amsullivan3(3'liberty,edu. 
Commuter 
Corner 
• yi, ' - • 
Lee Sandy, NEWS REPORTER 
CSnuniiters anc1' ffitLfi-e' ("oiiiii^^ st^delits 
gothered together, to ehjoy free Johivs/pizxa, 
cookics aiui^ocja Thursday with Fellow residents ot 
the Vj.'.tasAt Dreiiniing£!reelc ^ff'Tiniberlake Road. ' 
The event AVA.S hasted by,ConiimutLT Affairs Offict; 
ancl WW the sccpnd Commuter meet aitd graet of 
the semester. • . 
The Jlieet-and-,greet . lifters residents iif local 
apai-tinent'Complexes Jiid'toWii h^m^s an oppor,-
tunit)' to intermingle .with o n t anothcr, specifically 
with'.Liberty comrtuiters.. and those on campus 
stu'dents who are intei'ested in becoming commut-
ers s;<:5medayv'lhc commuter allairs oltice provides 
the service to students and residcnt.';,alike in an' ef-
furt to bring commuters together is a coiTimunit)' • 
and inform them about services ayailable through 
the Coinmuter,Office including the'carpool p r o -
spiritual programs.such as'ofF-ca'mpus prayer 
.'groups, and the benefits ofgetting involved early in 
•alumniactivities. , . • 
. rarthering wi;tb numerous 'other apartment or-
ganiz,itions, thb Commuter Affairs, oflicc will he . 
.hosting meet-and^gi-ect events more frei^uently in • 
the coming m.onths.' For more information, con-
tact comin:uter((i)liberty.edti. , 
' fhe next C'omnuiter nieet-and-greet will be held 
at.Waldcn Pond ,\parrmentj; on TKui'sd.^y. Oct. 22 
from 0 - 7p.nv • 
Ct^ntactl .eo.Sandyat, 
. .. rasandyC^liberry.cdu. 
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SBS conthiucd 
"Regal is proud to offer the people of 
Lynchburg a new state-of-the art location," E. 
Jewel Barao, northern region marketing man-
ager for Regal Entertainment Group, said. 
•"With the opening of the River Ridge Sta-
dium 14, we were able to give back to the 
community through three charity days prior 
to the official opening,' Barao said. 
Regal worked with media partners to raise 
money for three different charities. Regal part-
nered with Hie News and Advance and raised 
money for the local Boys and Girls Clubs on 
Monday Tuesday, the theater joined efforts 
with WDBJ7-CBS to raise money for the 
Blue Ridge Emergency Medical Services, ac-
cording to Barao. 
Wednesday, Regal worked with Clear 
Channel Communication and WSLS to raise 
money for SBS. 
"It was decided to recognize a charity with-
in Liberty University ... SBS was chosen," 
Barao said. 
"River Ridge features 14 theatres, one of 
which is a REALD-3D digital projector," said 
Barao. "We had four shows per screen a day, 
many of which were sold out.". 
After learning that Regal and Clear Chan-
nel chose SBS, Laura Blankenship waited to 
hear how much money would be going back 
to the soldiers. 
As SBS president, Blankenship works with 
about 50 members, 35 o fwhom participate in 
SBS for Christian service. 
"(I) oversee everything that the group does 
from working the booth (for advertising) to 
sending out care packages," Blankenship said. 
"1 got a picture message of the check j p d I 
just stared at it and couldn't believe that it said 
$ 16,000," Blankenship said, who was at home 
on fall break when she got the news. 
"I fell to my knees and started crying 1 was 
so happy," Blankenship said. "I ran downstairs 
to tell my family and they too were in disbelief 
box. She also plans on sending Bibles, books 
and tracts for them to use in what little down 
time they do have. 
She still plans on sending some basic neces-
sities, because every not military base ha."! a 
•Store to purchase these items, and sometimes 
it is even hazardous for the soldiers to pur-
chase them, she said. 
My cousin went to the PX 
and couldn't believe it." 
After Blankenship returned to Liberty she 
and Forth told the group about Regal Cine-
ma's donation. Blankenship's favorite reaction 
came from junior Jeff Fortier, a second-year 
SBS member. 
"I told him in class on Monday, and he just 
stared at me with a look of total disbelief be-
fore shouting out 'That is just awesome!" in 
the middle of class," Blankenship said. ' • 
Forth said all the money will be going back 
to the troops via care packages, and she hopes 
to purchase necessities for soldiers such as 
safety gear or other items that would not nor-
mally be donated. 
She also plans to use some ofthe money fo r 
shipping, which typically costs $ 10 - $ 15 per 
(the Army and Air 
Force Exchange store) to get basic things they 
need, and diere was a sandstorm and they had 
to hook their hands in their belt loops so they 
wouldn't get lost," Forth said. "He's only been 
over there one month and they've already had 
six men either seriously injured or killed." 
Forth said the money is a blessing, and it 
could not have come at a better time. Last 
year, she tried to work with a company who 
could ship boxes at no cost, but that company 
went out of business. Now she doesn't have 
to worry anymore, and Blanken-ship is feeling 
relieved, too. 
"We had no idea how we would be able to 
afford to keep (shipping) the packages over," 
Blankenship said, adding that they have a list 
'of 150-200 addresses. "This money is not 
only a blessing to us but also to all the soldiers 
overseas who will be able to receive a package 
because of it." 
SBS Secretary and Senior Elaine Gordon 
said that the money was "completely God, 
and he was just showing us how much he 
wanted to bless us." 
"Every soldier is a brother or sister, father or 
mother, niece or nephew, aunt or uncle. And 
they do what they do every day so that we 
have the freedom to do what we do everyday," 
Gordon said. "So 1 want to show the airmen, 
soldiers, sailors, marines and everyone else 
who risks their lives to keep mine safe, how 
grateful 1 am." 
Forth emphasized the importance of sup - ' 
porting the military, whether monetarily or 
through actions and words. 
"People take for granted what our country 
allows us to do, because they're not required 
to fight for it," Forth said. "We ought to be 
bending over backwards to do something for 
diem because they are bending over back-
wards to do something for us." 
After the reception ended and Forth hung 
the giant check in her room, she knew what 
the outcome of the night would be. 
" (Tliat money) is going back to our soldiers 
because they deserve to have something spe-
cial," Forth said. 
Contact Melinda Zosh at 
mzosh(®liberty.edu. 
GARRETT cotiUiiud 
A limited supply of doctors is available, 
and if everyone is covered under the same bill, 
there will not be enough to go around, accord-
ing to Garrett. Tliis inevitably leads to ration-
ing medical care to those who need it most. 
George Allen, former governor of Virginia, 
also voiced his fear of government rationing 
and the potential detriment it may be to those 
Americans who are af^kted by it. It is possible 
that medical care will be denied to infants and 
senior citizens under this bill, according to Al-
len. 
"Dr. Scott Garrett has hands on experience 
on health care. He understands what the im-
pact of this will be," Allen said. 
Garrett also spoke out against the cost of 
the proposed medical bill and the effect it will 
have on the country. With a price tag just shy 
of a trillion dollars, the bill's cost will fall on the 
American people, according to Garrett. 
"The government cannot afford it," Gar-
rett said. '"Ihey are already trillions of dollars 
in debt, and we are getting ready to add even 
more debt at a national level. 'Ihat comes back 
down to the states, the localities and ultimately 
ends up with our families." 
Tlie proposed health care bill will be a 
detriment to America, according to Garrett. 
Americans need to make their voices heard in 
voting booths if the bill is to be stopped. He 
encouraged everyone, including Liberty stu-
dents and Lynchburg residents, to get out and 
vote for what they know is right. 
"Our (Christian) values need to be repre-
sented," Garrett said. "Folks need to under-
stand that they need to value their vote, and 
vote their values." 
"Tlie students and faculty and staff at Lib-
erty are very much involved in their govern-
ment," Allen said. "Tliis year they can have a 
big impact locally state-wide, and ultimately a 
on national level." 
Contact Matthew Coleman at 
mcoleman^liberty.edu. 
ALEX TDWUKS 
Healthy debate — Dr.T. Scott Garrett (right) addressed students and nnembers of 
the community concerning the federal health care bill on Wednesday 
Making things pretty 
Dorm room desian challienae 
Kendra Mann 
NEWS REPORTER 
Tiie average college student's dorm room 
lacks creative interior design. A boring room 
can drag students down and affect their mood. 
To give students motivation to decorate and 
add unity to their dorm room, the Interior 
Design Society (IDS) will host a competition 
running Nov 12-14, where students will win 
a prize for the most aeative dorm room. The 
winner will be announced Nov 18. 
Tlie IDS is new to Liberty Last year a group 
of 25 to 30 leaders joined the society, and Lib-
ert)' became the first .student chapter to be or-
ganized. 
Tlie IDS would like for more students to 
know it exists and is hosting the dorm room 
competition to publicize the club, according to 
IDS President Taylor Shelton. 
"We're really just experimenting. We came 
up with this idea thinking kids would be inter-
ested," Shelton said. "Walking down the halls 
(in the girl domis) I noticed that some of the 
girls go all out" 
The dorm room competition challenges 
students to learn creative techniques in deco-
rating a space where there are limitations. 
"If you doiVt have unity in your dorm 
room or home )'ou'll have too much variety 
and that's unsettling," Interior Design profes-
AMANDA SULLIVAN 
sor Ruth Gomes said, "Some rooms may feel 
that way (The purpose of the competition is) 
to encourage (students) to take on a shape to 
their dorm room. The competition is a defi-
nite challenge because (dorm residents) have 
some limitations." 
Tlie competition will judge a room's layout, 
color use, ambience, lighting and innovation, 
according to Gomes. 
To sign up for the contest there is a $3 entry 
fee which can be paid after filling out an appli-
cation. Applications can be filled out O c t 21 
at 5 p.ni. in D H 1113, where a meeting will be 
held and a short Power Point presentation ex-
plaining the event will be sho\vTi. 
If students cannot make it to the meeting, 
applications can be found at the Family and 
Consumer Science (FACS) office. 
Tlie dorm room competition will hsvJ 
a first, second and third prize winner Since 
some dorms have living rooms and others do 
not, students will only be judged on how their 
bedrooms are decorated. 
Tliis semester's dorm room challenge will 
only include on-campus students, but the IDS 
is looking to include off-campus students tor 
the spring semester. • 
Contact Kendra Mann at 
kmann2(fl)liberty.edu. 
I fie Power of a e i M 
Shoe Boxes may be dropped off between 
October 20 and November 11. 
t 
Drop Off Locations: 
• Office of Student Leadership (SLAB 110) 
• The Liberty Champion (DH 1035) 
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ON VALENT 
CHAMPION FOR FAMILIES 
• Endorsed by Pro-life group, Democrats for Life. 
• Voted to protect students' right to express their 
faith in the classroom. 
• Led efforts to finally confront genocide 
in Darfur. 
• Voted to keep marriage focus in Family Life 
Education curriculum in all Virginia public 
schools. 
• Voted to eliminate the food tax and cut taxes for 
veterans, elderly and the disabled. 
CHAMPION FOR 
LIBERTY UNIVERSITY 
• Strong supporter of Tuition Assistance Grants 
for Liberty students. 
• Balanced the budget by voting for $5.5 Billion 
in spending cuts WITHOUT raising taxes. 
• Fought to keep $800,000 in budget for graduate 
students in health careers, including students in 
Liberty's nursing program. 
• Supports Liberty's Invisible Children and 
Smile 4 Africa groups. 
WE ALREADY HAVE A DELEGATE 
FIGHTING FOR LIBERTY 
SHANNON VALENTINE 
ShannonVaientine.net PAID FOR AND AUTHORIZED BY FRIENDS OF SHANNON VALENTINE 
inion 
s a devoted father, husband, 
and committed Christian, 
Republican Scott Garrett believes 
that protecting the lives of unborn 
children, preserving the sanctity 
of marriage and promoting our 
shared Christian values are of great 
importance. . 
^ i W f 
I 
Defend the Unborn. Scott, a medical professional, 
believes that life begins at conception. As your Delegate he 
will support and fight for pro-Life legislation in Richmond. 
Protect Traditional Marriage. Scott believes that 
marriage is a holy sacrament between a man and a woman. 
In 2006 he supported Senator Newman's amendment which 
enacted that definition in the Virginia Constitution. 
Stand up for the Second Amendment. Scott 
Garrett has been endorsed by the National Rifle Association. 
When elected Delegate, Scott Garrett will be a friend and 
advocate for Virginia's sportsmen and gun owners. 
A Champion for Tuition 
Assistance Grants for Liberty 
University students. 
www.GarrettForDelegate.com 
Worked to Kill the Marriage Amendment 
f V C ' f i l e i m r a e s ; ? , - t t o n ' f ' r : « » ! • » « • - . . . • 
Shannon Valentine's 
LIBERAL RECORD 
Worked to Kill the Marriage Amendment. 
In 2006, Shannon Valentine used her influence to 
campaign for the defeat of the Virginia Marriage 
Amendment. The Virginia Marriage Amendment 
established marriage as the sacred union between one 
man and one woman. (hj41 from2006| 
Gave Money to largest Abortion Provider. 
Delegate Shannon Valentine voted to give taxpayer 
funding to the nation's largest provider of abortions, 
Planned Parenthood, (HB 1600, Amendment 4-5.04 #2h,2009| 
Voted for Taxpayer Funded Abortions. 
Delegate Shannon Valentine voted to use 
Virginia taxpayer dollars to fund abortions in our 
Commonwealth. (HB I6OO, Amendment 4-5.04 # lh , 2009) 
"TT 
Shannon Valentine pretends to 
be a "moderate" Democrat during • 
campaign season. But, when it came 
time to stand up for our conservative 
values, she let us down and sided 
with the radical liberals who 
want to destroy marriage and 
advance their pro-abortion agenda. 
RefMiblican Scett GmW VS. Demecrat Sliiwion VSrteiitine 
R e p u b H c a i i S c o t t G « n e t t i s P r o - L U t c r t y . V O T E O N N O V E M B E R 3 R D . 
Paid for and Authorized by Scott Garrett for Delegate 
Lynchburg's looming election 
Valentine's words v. actions 
By Mitchell Malcheff 
G R A D U A T E A S S I S T A N T 
Delegate Shannon Valentine was elected to the Virginia House of Delegates in 2006. She 
currently sits on the Transportation Committee, the Courts ofjustice Committee and the 
Judicial Review Panel, according to her campaign Web site, Like Dr. Scott Garrett, Valentine 
is an active member of the local business community and is a current member o f b o t h the 
I.ynchhurg and Amherst Chainhers of Commerce. Valentine's professional career includes 
a long stint in corporate public relations, including the position of Associate Vice President 
of Corporate Communications for Equifax, a billion-dollar information company located in 
Atlanta. 
Voting Records 
Note: this is in no way intended to be an exhaustive voting record, hut rather a record of certain key 
issues that the Champion stafffeels are important to the Liberty community 
in many ways, Valentine's voting record is a study in contrast. She voted for an amendment 
prohibiting the use of state funds for abortion in 2007. However, in 2006, Valentine voted 
against an amendment requiring all abortion clinics in which 25 or more first trimester abor-
tions are performed in any 12-month period to be licensed and meet nearly all requirements 
for ambulatory surgery centers, according to 
the Project Vote Smart Web site. The amend-
ment, HB 1883, passed 60-35. She also cast 
a no vote on a bill prohibiting state funding 
for research involving the use of embryonic 
stem cells and fetal tissue. 
Valentine voted for a bill proposing a con-
stitutional amendment that defined mar-
riage as only a union between one man and 
one woman in 2006. However, earlier this 
year the National Democratic Party vowed 
to overturn the amendment, and President 
Obama voiced his support to overturn it as 
well in a speech to a prominent group of gay 
rights activists on Oct. 10. 
Valentine also voted no on a bill that 
would have prevented undocumented ille-
gal immigrants from enrolling in any public 
Virginia college or university. 
Did you know... 
There are only five states that hold off-
year elections — Kentucky, New Jer-
sey, Louisiana, Mississippi and Virginia. 
Rarer still are off-year elections at the 
state legislative and gubernatorial levels. 
On Nov. 3, Virginia voters will decide the 
outcome of races at both levels. Liberty 
students voting for the first time in Virginias 
23rd district will help to shjipe both local and 
state policy. 
Republican T. Scott Garrett is challenging 
current 23rd district Delegate Shannon Val-
entine. A state delegate represents a specific 
state district in the Virginia House of Del-
egates much like a state representative does in 
the House of Representatives. Tlie 23rd dis-
trict is comprised of the City of Lynchburg 
as well as parts of Amherst County. Roughly 
79,000 people inhabit the 23rd district. 
Questions & Answers 
From Virginia's 2009 Candidates 
KEY: 5 suppor! 
0 Oppose 
A/U Abstain/Undecided 
NR No Response 
• Indicates incumbent. 
a liitliMes jpliiig record or public slattmrm. 
w s 
g o 
0 , 
1 a , . 
• 0, 
fi' 
m\ 
10. 
Synopsis 
Valentine seems intent on pleasing every-
one. For example, Valentine voted yes on a 
referendum that would have increased the meals tax across the state. Tlie tax in Lynchburg is 
already 11.5 percent. Yet, the fine print on the bottom of the voting record says that Valentine 
voted as yea yet intended to vote as no. Which is it, delegate? 
Valentine's advertisement located on A4 of this issue claims an endorsement from Demo-
crats for Life, yet her voting record is a clear indicator of a wanton disregard for the sanctity of 
life. Though she opposed the use of state fijnds for abortions, she registered a vote against the 
licensure of abortion clinics. Valentine also voted for the state funding of embryonic .stem cell 
research. Pro-life in word, but not in deed, may be a truer political slogan than the Faith in Action 
of the political ad in this paper 
Voters should also note the directed language in Valentines advertisement. It is no accident 
that the word Champion twice finds its way into her advertisement, clearly targeted at Liberty 
voters, which may harken back to her days in public relations. Take note as well of her claim that 
she is a strong supporter ofTuition Assistance Grants specifically tor Liberty students. Hiat sup-
port, however, does not extend to all students. In 2006, Valentine vot9,d no on an amendment 
that would have extended TAG tor disabled students, providing them the same funding to at-
tend a qualified private university or college they would have received at a public school. 
Our current 23rd district representative said no to a bill that would have prohibited undocu-
mented immigrants fi-om enrolling in any public Vii^inia college or university. In effect, Valen-
tine considered it okay to give highly coveted and limited spots at area universities like Virginia 
Tech and Virginia to undocumented immigrants. And though Valentine claims to have voted to 
protect students' right to express their faith in the classroom, she said yes to a school's right to 
regulate the use of prayer in high-school graduation services. 
Tlii 
Due to t h s quantity of races included In (his guide, 
volers must know their Hotue diitrlct. If you du 
not know your di»trict number, loek on your voter 
registration card or visit http://cotivlcw,state.va.us/ 
who$rny.njf/nHiin?flpenfomi. 
K E I ' l t l N T E l ) W I T H I ' E U M I S S I O N 
b No I'ofinp reciirdjir public shdcinaits exht. positiort 
Is from the parly phlfimi. 
c Surfcy miswer contradiclcd llmr voting. 
Ciuide ihpwt their vcUng recofd. 
i Repeal the m a r r i ^ amendment, p a ^ d . b y 
t h e a t e r s by fefereada in 2006. 
7 Provide a tax credit to individuakaH ' L 
corporations tor donatiunsmade to ;; 
y v/; scholarship programs for attendance at ; 
L i v ^ ffl^iMi^ schools or public school programs". 
. ^ i i f i n taxpayer funding of research dliat 
requires the destruction of fauma||embryos. 
: 4 Reverse the Kaine administrations policy 
, v of prohibiting "sectarian" prayers by State 
Police chaplains at public events. 
b, fecrease gas t w to fimd transportation.. 
G, Eliminate state funding for private 
organizations that perform abortions. 
7. Add sextiaJ orientation to the characteristics 
' protected by VirginiaV^|j&te crimes" statute. 
3 Restore state funding of abstinence-centered 
education programs. 
Improve Virginia's eminent domain law to 
protect the private property rights of citizens 
in light of the Supreme Court s Kdo decision 
by passing a state Constitutional amendment. 
i 0. Prohibit state funding of low-income elective 
abortions. 
All candidates were fent mi issue survey. If a candidate chose not to 
complete their survey, voters are given that candidate's voting rccord 
and/or public statements whenever available and are marked (a). If no 
voting record or public statements exist, voters are provided the positions 
included in the platform of the party through which a candidate was 
nominated and those answers are marked (b). If their survey answer 
contradicted their voting record, their voting record was used and those 
answers are marked (c). The Family Foundation is a 501c(3) non-profit, 
non-partisan organization. Nothing in this guide is to betonstru^ as 
an endorsement ofany candidate or party 
S> 2009 H i e Family Foundation, All r ights reserved. 
Finally, Valentine voted to raise the gasoline tax froin its current rate of 17.5 cents per gallon 
beginning in 2009 for six straight years until the tax reaches 23.5 cents per gallon in 2014. That 
equals six cents per gallon and neady an extra dollar per 15 gallons of gas. 
Final Analysis 
Though Valentine would like voters to believe she is a conservative, her voting record is reflec-
tive of an old-school Democrat — higher taxes and a progressive social agenda. Valentine also 
champions her support of Liberty's Invisible Children and Smile 4 Africa groups. It should go 
without saying that she supports two organizations concerned with the welfare of the under-
privileged, malnourished and mistreated of the world. Her mention of these two organizations 
seems to be motivated solely for political gain. 
Again, it is important to stress that tliis is solely the opinion of the Champion editorial staill 
Concerned voters must check voting records for themselves rather than relying on political 
advertising. All of the above, voting records are available at Project Vote Smart. To see where 
Valentine and Garrett stand on this election's important issues, see the Family Foundation voter 
guide below. 
Contact Mitchell Malcheffat, 
mjmalcheff(a>liberty.edu; 
By Katie Bell 
OPINION REPORTER 
Fall is upon us and in full swing. Tlie campus is littered with 
fallen leaves, the crisp air is revitalizing and the gray skies make 
a perfect excuse to retreat to a local coffee shop and catch up 
on .TOme recreational reading. But (or many college students 
and working adults, the mere thought of recreational reading 
is as torturous as the sound of fingernails nails on a chalkboard. 
College students have notoriously busy schedules and are 
rarely caugjit reading a book for pleasure. 
"It's appalling. It's really astounding, only 31 percent of col-
lege graduates can read a complex book and extrapolate Irom 
it. Tliat's not saying much for the remainder,' American Library 
Association President Michael Gorman said in a Washington 
Post article. 
Gorman said he has been shocked by how many fi-eshnien 
do not understatid how to use a basic library system or how to 
enjoy reading for pleasure. 
"There is a failure in the core values of education," Gorman 
said, according to the Washington Post. "Tliey re told to go to 
college in order to get a better job — and that's okay But the 
real task is to produce educated people." 
W h e n asked if there was a noticeably increase in the number 
of college students have had to take remedial English courses 
over the last 10 to 15 years, Libert)' University English Depart-
ment chair Dr. Karen Prior instantly answered, "Yes." 
Prior attributed college students' inability to conimand the 
English language to fewer numbers of parents reading to their 
kids and children spending more time with electronic media. 
Tlierefore reading becomes more difficult and labor-intensive 
and as a result, less pleasurable. 
"According to the National Endowment of the Arts (NE A) 
the average American spends nearly two hours a day watching 
teleNision but only seven minutes ofleisure time each day read-
ing," Prior said in an article in the Liberty Joumal. 
During the college years, habits are established that last 
through adulthood. If students do not set aside time to read 
while in school, they are not likely to begin once they enter the 
workforce. 
Howe\'er, there are some college students who read for plea-
sure, but it is what they are reading or rather not reading that is 
making the difference. Tlie best-selling titles on college cam-
puses are about vampires falling in love or Barack Obama, ac-
cording to the Chronicle of Higher Education — not exactly 
mind-cultivating material. 
"It is important for all college students to read because the 
practice of reading, even reading for pleasure, cultivates criti-, 
cal thinking skills, trains the mind to think in a linear fashion 
(which is how logic works), expands vocabulary, exposes one 
to new ideas and increases general literacy," Prior said. "It is im-. 
portant for Christian college students to read because Christi-
anit)' is a religion of the word." 
We are part of a generation that boasts of its desires to make; 
a difference and change the world around us. However, we will 
never learn to truly turn the world upside down if v;e do not 
first learn how to turn the pages of'a book. 
Contact Katie Bell at 
kebell2(<J>liberty.edu. 
rssm 
O C T O B E R 20, 2009 ODinion 
of [jeauty 
"AbbyArmbruster 
OPINION REPORTER 
Ralph Lauren has been fashion-forward in ready-to-wear 
clothing for over 42 years. With its empire expanding over 22 
countries, Ralph Lauren looks stronger than ever, at least on 
paper. But once a new advertising campaign was leaked on the 
Internet, the company instantly had to defend its character and 
integrity 
In the advertisement, model Pilippa Hairriltdn looked dis-
torted and extremely skinny Ralph Lauren has admitted that 
the photo was digitally altered, although it did not apologize 
for using the photograph in the advertisement. Whi le the 
image was released in Japan, the company claimed it was not 
meant to run in American markets. 
Either way, Ralph Lauren should realize that the effects of 
airbrushing not only look unrealistic but also are creating a dis-
gusting and altered vision of beauty in society, 
It saddened Hamilton that Ralph Lauren, an American 
company is sharing her distorted image with young girls, shd 
said on the Today show Oct. 13. Hamilton said that the body 
image portrayed in the photograph should not be a standard 
ofhealth or beauty 
SXC lM.^ (il;s 
Hamilton, her 5' 10" frame weighing in at 120 pounds, was 
fired for her "inability to meet the obligations under her con-
tract," according to a statement issued by Ralph Lauren. Ham-
ilton, who has modeled for the company since she was 1S 
years old, s^ys she has maintained the same weight for seven 
years with Ralph Lauren. 
"They fired me because they said 1 was overweight and I 
couldn't lit in their clothes anymore," Hamilton told the New 
York Daily New.s. 
O n e of the motivations for Ralph Lauren and other fashion 
companies to have smaller .sample clothing is the Kate Moss 
era of models that is now under scrutiny "Cosmopolitan" edi-
tor-ln-chlet"Kate Whit^ said during the Today .Show interview 
In years past, models such as Christie Brinkley and Cindy 
Crawford were'curvier than what is con.sidered beautiful in 
today's modeling Industry, according to White. 
Whi te believes that one of the only ways for the modeling 
Industry to change its .standard body type back to a healthier, 
fuller body type is by having women stand up for and demand 
change. 
As much as a healthy body Is respected in our culture, Ralph 
Lauren has cro.ised the line, Women need photos that em-
brace real women and real curves, .Seeking real body types for 
girls to look at and internalize is healthier than images that can 
be contorted with the click of a computer mouse. 
Contact Abby Armbruster at 
aarmbruster(«iliberty,edu. 
Obama: the Nobel Pocahontas 
Tim Mattin: 
OPINION EDI 
In America's beginning, there was Jamestown - a colony 
carved into a savage new world, where carnage and corn lurked 
around every corner In this wild place, Pocahontas did not go 
looking for trouble, but byjohn Smith's hairy Engli.sh chest, she-
found it jast around the river bend. 
Today in America, there is still plenty of corn, carnage and 
hairy chests. At the helm of this country's canoe is President 
Barack Obama — a modern Pocahontas. 
Graced with a DIsney-esque bone structure and ringing 
rhetoric, Obama projects a peaceful Powhatan vibe, with one 
exception — Obama brings bling to Ajiierica's boat in the form 
o f t h e 2009 Nobel Peace Prize. 
This great honor was bestowed upon our presidential Poca-
hontas on Oct. 9 "for his extraordinaiy efforts to strengthen in-
ternational diplomacy and cooperation between peoples," stat-
ed the official Nobel Foundation Web site. However, Obama 
admitted there is more to these Nobel moccasins than meets 
the eye — the leather is laced with further expectations. 
"I know that throughout history the Nobel Peace Prize has 
not just been used to honor specific achievement — it's also 
been used as a means to give momentum to a set of causes," 
C^bama said in his award acceptance speech, according to the 
Washington Post. 
T h e president proceeded to paint a canvas of causes with all 
the colors of his windy city rhetoric, Obama began by singing 
out against nuclear weaponry He then transitioned to a topic 
that would make Pocahontas proud, coming to the defense of 
. Another Nature. , 
•' "We cajinot accept the growing threat posed by climate 
change, which could forever damage the world that we pass 
on to our children," Obama said, according to the Washington 
Post. 
Yet Obama's greate.st propensity toward Pocahontas-ism is 
his desire tor global peace and harmony between "people of 
different faiths and races and religions," according to the Wash-
ington Times. 
In his speech, Obama specifically noted Israel and Palestine. 
'Ilie conflict is similar to that of the English settlers and Powhat-
an tribe — both are instances of two opposing factions claim-
ing one region as their own. 
"We must all do our part to resolve those conflicts that have 
caused so much pain and hardship over so many years," C)bama 
said, according to the Washington Po.st. 
Ohama's plan involves an "unwavering commitment" to play 
Pocahontas between the Israelis and Pale.stinian.s, so that they 
may eventually "live in peace and .security in nations of their 
own." 
But there is a .snafu in the presidqjit's peace canoe - - neither 
Israelis nor Palestinians will give up Jerusalem without a fight. 
And in an effort to live up to his Nobel Prize-winning reputa-
tion during this conflict, Obama could reduce America's role to 
that of mediating in the Middle Ea.st. 
While he has good intentions, Pocahontas politics have limi-
tations in the modern world. 
Americans should'look once more, just around the river 
bend, beyond the shores of what Disney would have us see: 
history books do not speak of a happy ending for Pocaliontas' 
people. 
In reality Pocahontas went to the European world in peace 
and was met with all the warmth of Manifest Destiny 'I he fu-
ture found her people forced from their land and literally con-
demned to walk a tral I of tears. ,, 
Such sorrows could strike American .soil again as terrorists 
and their allies constantly threaten to colonize our country 
with destruction. • 
Despite liirking dangers, we cannot blame our Nobel coni-
mander-ln-chieftaln for promiscuously passing his political 
peace pipe to all nations. But when the powwow does not go 
peacefully as planned, Obama better be ready to drop his Poca-
hontas persona and take some scalps. 
Contact Tim Mattingly at 
tniattinglyoiiliberty.cdu. 
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to the Bedford County mountains to 
hike, bike, reunite with family and 
friends. Relax at our spacious lodge, or a 
jewel-box cabin. 
For rates and descriptions, visit our sites: 
For your Donner, party of 12: 
http://www.vrbo.com/245475 
For your Donner, party of 6: 
http://www.vrbo.com/254886 
e-mail: wheatvalleylodge@gmail.com 
phone: 919.361.0372 
Homecoming 
2009 Hundreds of alumni and their families flooded Liberty's campus during the annual alumni weekend. 
1. Beat Coasta l — Flames fans cheer during the Homecoming game 
against the Chanticleers. Photo by Chris Mabes. 
2. Shut d o w n d e f e n s e — KaJuan Lee tackles a Coastal receiver. He 
recorded one of Liberty's four interceptions. Photo by Chris Mabes. 
3. Parade smi les — Becici and Jerry Falwell Jr. partidpate in the annual 
Homecoming parade. Photo by Eli Overbey. 
4. Friday n ig l i t fire — Students keep warm gathering around the 
Homecoming Bonfire. Photo by Ell Overbey. 
5. Kentuclcy-f r ied C l iant i c leers — Dr. Ron Godwin dresses up as 
Colonel Sanders on the Student Goverment Assodation's Homecoming pa-
rade float. Photo by Alex Towers. 
6. Rocket a r m — Quarterback Tommy Beecher threw 216 yards and 
completed 17 of 23 passes. Photo by Alex Towers. 
7. Musical Intro — Liberty's Spirit of the Mountain Marching Band leads 
the Homecoming parade. Photo by Alex Towers. 
A raisin in the sun 
Emiiy OeFosse delves into Liberty Theatre's new production 
-Be 
How a real man dresses 
EitOverbey gives his res je of men's Tashion 
Coasting to a win 
COASTIN'-^ Liberty University coasts past Costal Carolina in a 58-16 win 
Flames flood Coastal with offensive surge 
lordan LoSasso 
"ASST. SPORTS EDITOR 
Aldreakis Allen carried Liberty on his 
back to a 58-13 homecoming victory while 
carrying the Coastal Carolina defense into 
the end zone, also on his back. 
Liberty led a close 23-6 contest 
when Allen rushed the ball tor 14 yards 
into the end zone, five ot those yards 
with two Chanticleers hanging on to 
his shoulder pads. 
"Going through my mind was 
weight room, weight room, weight 
room," Allen said. 
He was referring to a modified weight 
training machine, which he uses almost 
daily, brought to I^iberty by strength coach 
Bill Gillespie from the Seattle Seahawks. 
Tlie machine is designed to train running 
backs to stay low to the ground and di'ive 
with their legs. 
"Tl-ie way he dragged tack-
lers' with him today was special," 
Coach Danny Rocco said. 
Allen's touchdown run contributed 
to a 42-0 scoring burst that lasted nearly 
15 minutes between the third and fourth 
quarter, and it broke Coastal Carolina's 
will, according to Rocco. 
"Tliat's why I'll always want to be able 
to run the ball with power and author-, 
ity W h e n you're able to do that you got a 
chance to score; a lot of points and to break 
the will of your opponent. I think it's pretty 
obvious that we broke (Coastal Carolina's) 
will somewhere halfway through the sec-
ond half7 Rocco said. 
It did not come easy tor the Flames in 
the first halt, however, with only a 16-6 lead 
going into the locker room at halftime and 
many scjuandered touchdown opportuni-
ties. Hiree drives saw penalties inside the 
red zone that forced the Flames to settle for 
field goals, and left Coastal still hopeful go-
ing into halftime. 
So Rocco stood on a chair as halftime 
was coming to a close and told his team 
that this could be the "defining moment." 
"I was really hard on these kids at half-
time. 1 told them the Coastal locker room 
is right where they want to be. We let 
them off the hook, we had opportunity 
for knockout punches but we didn't take 
them," Rocco said. 
With Coastal down 10 and with pos-
session of the ball to start the second half 
Rocco's players responded with what 
might have been the best half Liberty has 
played in the Rocco era. Conversely for the 
Chanticleers, it was their worst half ever. 
Coastal Head Coach David Bennett said. 
Liberty scored touchdowns on six con-
secutive drives, three lasting only one play 
each. Aftei' running numerous reverses and 
end around plays throughout the game, 
the Flames' offense was set up for a reverse 
and pass from Mike Brown, who lined up . 
at receiver, to Chris Summers for a 47-yard 
touchdown. 
Hiis was Liberty's only passing touch-
^ down of the day as the running game ac-
counted for six of the seven touchdowns. ' 
. The defense was not to be out-
done as they intercepted four passes 
in the second half 
One was an acrobatic diving catch by de - ' 
tensive back Kajuan Lee with 14 minuteS,. 
left in the fourth quarter. Tlie only touch--
down the defense allowed was on a fourth' 
and goal play with under a minute left in 
the fourth quarter, with the third team in 
the game. Liberty only allowed 175 offen-
sive total yards to the Chanticleers. 
Lee's interception led to junior Danny 
Broggin's 82-yard rushing touchdown, giv-
incr the Flames a 44-6 lead. Hie run was a o 
large chunk of the 300 total rushing.yards 
by Liberty in the game. 
. Wha t happens when the best half for 
one team meets the worst half of another? 
SeeQOASTonB4 
Golf on the rise as Liberty takes Davidson Invitationa 
Jake Petersen 
SPORTS EDITOR 
Hie Liberty Flames golf team entered the 
2009 fall season with a few daunting questions, 
the main one being who would step in and fill 
the shoes of three departing starters Tobias 
Petterson, Jay Calvo and Nathan Schenz-Da-
vis? Luckily for head coach JeffTliomas, those 
questions have undoubtedly been answered 
by the stellar play thus far of Chris Watters, the 
emergence of junior Stephen Dooley and the 
arrival of talented-freshman of Max McKay 
Combine those three with the duo of 2009 
N C A A East Regional qualifier Robert Karls-
. son and junior Preston Dembowiak (who fin-
ished second at the Manor Intercollegiate ear-
lier in the season) and it looks like the Flames 
will have many weeks like the one they had last 
week at the Davidson Invitational. 
Playing at River Run Country Club in Da-
vidson, N.C., the Flames opened up day one 
with 36 holes of action, and found themselves 
in the lead at the end ot the day. Despite play-
ing in less than par conditions, McKay got 
Liberty to the top ot the leaderboard after the 
freshman carded a first round 71, good for 
one-under par. Karlsson, Watters and Dooley 
followed McKay's play marvelously, each re-
cording even par rounds of 72, while Dem-
bowiak recorded a respectable 76. 
As round two teed off, however. Mother 
Nature bared her claws and as the rains came 
down, the scores went up. McKay, who trailed, 
Wofford's Garrett Medeiro's by one stroke after 
the first round, struggled to a 75 and tell four 
shots behind Medeiros, who.followed up his 
2-under 70 in. the first round with another 
: 2-under in the second. 
Therainy weather saw the Flames shoot 17 
shots worse than the morning round, as Karls-
son (77), Watters (76), and Dooley (80) each 
shot considerably higher. 
Sec GOLF on B4' 
. I ir 
Flames Scorecard: Week 6 vs. Coastal 
•Axel Cerny 
;SPORTS REPORTER 
I 
I It was one of those days, like the time you 
Iwcre about to start a test you had been study-
i n g your brains out for all week and the girl 
Jnextyou (who you thought didn't even know 
lyou were a living person) gave you a smile and 
jsaid, "Are you ready?" 
I It was one of those days, where you aced 
Ithe exam and got that special girl's attention, 
la day when nothing could go wrong. That 
[is the kind of day the Liberty Flames had on 
^Saturday in their 58- i 3 romping of the Coastal 
ICarolina Chanticleers. 
I In what had to be considered their biggest 
[exam of the season thus far — the Flames 
Ifirst Rig South Conference game — Liberty 
•passed with flying colors. However, to say that 
[they aced this exam is an understatement. 
; Chanticleer Head Coach David Bennett 
Ipiit it this way "Tliat's not a heartbreaking loss, 
'that's an embarra.ssment." t 
[ 'Hie Flames put on a spectacle, in front of a 
I homecoming crowd that totaled over 14,000 
I fans, and clearly took some pride in their first 
[ chance to defend last year's conference title. 
; Well, in case this is your first time reading 
Ijhis section, this is where we grade the team on 
•their efforts in offense, defense and the special 
[•teams, (But if you may be wondering as I did, 
I Chanticleer has it roots in Middle English and 
• means a rooster. Hey, you can't say we just d o 
[ grades in this section now can you?) 
; OFFENSE: A 
1 'Iliirty first downs and 575 yards of total of-
fense were the best numbers of the season for 
the Flames offense, but the most impressive 
thing fi-om this young squad was balance: 300 
yards rushing and 275 yards passing,-• • 
It is important to note that golAg irtto the' 
half, the score was 16-6. Liberty was moving 
the ball well in the first half, but was held back 
from the end zone due to some careless penal-
ties, However, the 42 points put up in the sec-
ond halfwere a different story 
In getting an A on offense, there have 
to be many offensive players who had a good 
day, but Aldreakis Allen, or as the players and 
coaches call him 'Al," gets my game ball, Al-
len had 20 carries for 106 yards on the ground, 
not to mention 86 yards receiving. Coach 
Rocco said after the game, that Allen had had 
his best week of practice this past week, and he 
had felt he could have a big day on Saturday 
He certainly did, and the rest of the offense fol-
lowed suit with an 'A" performance. 
DEFENSE: A 
W h e n you score 58 points in a gamej that 
means the other team is getting a lot of chanc-
es to drive the ball down the field as well, but 
time after time the Flames took the ball away 
from the Chanticleers, or tackled them for a 
loss and forced many punts. In fact, this was' 
the third time in Rocco's career as Liberty's 
head coach that the team had put up four inter-
ceptions. Along with the takeaway numbers, 
the Flames recorded three sacks and a season-
high nine tackles for loss, 
Balance may have been the key to such an 
explosion on both ends in Saturday's game. 
because there was definitely a balanced attack 
on the defensive end as well. H i e leading tack-
lers for the Flames "D° were Trey Jacobs and 
Doncel Bolt, who each finished with five stops. 
Much praise to the pass rush that hounded 
Chanticleer quarterbacks Zach MacDowall 
and Jamie Childers all day and definitely con-
tributed to the high number of tackles for a 
loss and interceptions. Overall, an 'A" for the 
"D", 
SPECIAL TEAMS: B+ 
A good overall effort from the special teams, 
but if there was one weak spot that could be 
picked out from such a lopsided win, it was in 
the kick coverage. The Flames gave up three 
big returns in the game that led to some of 
Coastal's only points. 
O n e 45-yard punt fair caught inside the 20 
was a nice stat for this area of the team, and 
three kickoff returns averaging 21 yards apiece 
wasn't anything too special. A B+ didn't hurt 
anyone on Saturday, though. 
Contact Axel Cerny at 
axelcerny^gmail.com. 
Hockey beats Robert Morris, moves to 10-0 
•DanieF Martinez 
; SPORTS REPORTER 
I The LaHaye Ice Center often hosts peace-
jful late night skating events, but this weekend 
jbore a greater resemblance to the Wild West 
Jas the l iber ty University's men's hockey team 
.•took on Robert Morris University 
I" Liberty pulled away fi'om the Colonials 
5 after an intense start in Friday night's gende-
Jmanly shootout, then took the gloves off for a 
••wtldi bone-crunching brawl of a game Satur-
day night one that ended a.s the 10th straight 
victory for the Flames to start the 2009-2010 
season. 
While much of the student body was home 
Flames visited Robert Morris 
hyj'fe|f0syK'aniai where they beat the Colonials 
i (5v%%l;urningtothe fi-iendly confines of the 
Jli^l'^firibe Center; the Liberty players want-
ed'ti^ypiSt- on a good show for Homecoming 
l^^jcehd, Tli^y did not disappoint, sweeping 
' Colonials with victories of 8-1 and 
ctively. 
y, Ooti'l 6, the Flamejlwere held off the 
for seven minutes before team cap-
tain and senior forward Zac Bauman knocked 
the puck past the Colonials' goalie to an appre-
ciative cheer fi-om the Liberty faithful. Three 
minutes later, sophomore left winger Luke Ait-
ken added a score for insurance in what was 
quickly becoming a battle of the defenses, 
"We did a good job of getting the puck out 
quick) and not giving up too many chances," 
junior goalie Brad Whittingstall said. 
The Flames were briefly tripped up when 
Colonials' forward Zach Stern cut their lead 
in half less than two minutes into the second 
period, but Liberty soon .saw cracks in their 
opponents ' armor and took advantage. 
It was freshman forward Brent Boschman 
who gave the Flames a chance to exhale with a 
score that boosted their lead back, to l;woi goals 
with six minutes' into the period. Tlie rest of 
the team followed Boschman's ^sample, scor-
ing four times in the next four minutes to make 
the score 7-1. 
" [When we started] cycling the puck down 
low, it opened up three goals on my line," Ait-
ken said, "It was great to have that cyclsgoing." 
Tlie Flames finished off their third straight 
O t M . 
'Saving Lives, 
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victory against the Colonials with a single goal 
in the last period. 
"Tonight, [the keys were] consistency, a 
great effort defensively and we were able to 
score some timely goals," head coach Kirk 
Handy said. 
"We're just all working as one unit. We have 
four lines rolling," junior forward Jonathan 
Chung said. 
Tlie team's bond proved important 24 
hours later, when they met the Colonials in an 
astonishing contest of the most visceral order. 
Just after several Liberty hockey alumni, 
including the men's team's first coach and cur-
rent Liberty professor Gary Habemias, were 
introduced and applauded, the game started 
and the Flames were given an unpleasant dose 
ofreality when Robert Morris forward Bryan 
Chiavetta scored just 27 seconds in. Five min-
utes later, Chung gave the fans reason to cheer 
in excitement and relief with a game-tying 
goal. 
Wi th the score 1-1 the game became anoth-
er defensive showdown, with every player in 
possession guarding the puck with everything 
they had against a rain of opponents ' sticks 
and skatesj, trying to knock or pry it loose. 
This, however, was just a taste o fwha t would 
c o m e in the second period, when the game 
became more gladiatorial match than hockey 
game. 
'Anytime you play a team four times in a 
row, with somewhat close games, it's going to 
get intense," Bauman said. 
O n c e again, it was Boschman who got the, 
scoring started, giving Liberty the 2-1 lead 
with less than two minutes into the period, but 
the Colonials answered 34 seconds later with 
a goal of their own. Once again, it was Chung 
who broke the tie, afl;er almost seven minutes 
ofplay 
Despite the unrelenting, vicious style of 
play, pure sportsmanship catiie through for 
the Flames, with senior defenseman Dave, 
Semenyna scoring twice and Chung scoring 
his third goal of the game - completing the 
hat trick - to make the score 6-2. Tlie Colo-
nials would make a late charge, outscoring the 
Flames 3-2 in the third period, but ultimately 
fell short as Liberty won, 8-5. 
"They took a lot of penalties, and our power 
play was clicking," Semenyna said. "When our 
power play is on, we can pull away from teams." 
"We're putting the puck in the net, which is 
a good thing, We're getting some pretty decent 
goaltending," Handy said. "We have to con-
tinue to play more consistendy and eliminate 
thebad penalties. If we can do that, we're going 
to be okay." 
Undefeated on the season afi:er going 4-for-
4 against the Colonials the past two weeks, the 
Flames look more than okay as they prepare to 
host Towson University next weekend, 
• ' O u r team has stepped up," Handy said, 
"We're proud of them for that." 
Contact Daniel Martinez at 
dpmartinez0)liberty.edu. 
Donating plasma is safe and healthy. 
An International BioResources 
Plasma Center offers you the 
opportunity to earn money 
while you help save lives. 
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Amoo lifts Flames to tie with UVA 
Jeffrey Scott 
SPORTS REPORTER 
'Hie Liberty University men's soc-
cer team tied ! - ! with a tougli 11th 
ranked University of Virginia squad 
on Tuesday, and blanked Big South 
opponent I'resbyterian on home-
coming weekend 1-0. 'Hie 
Flames kept up their stellar 
defensive effort and have al-
lowed no more than one goal 
in any game the entire season. 
The C^avaliers began the 
game on the attack, and their 
first shot of the game came 
from midfielder Will Bates 
whose header soared over the 
crossbar and out of bounds, 
' ihe midfiyid play was strong 
for both teams, and each team 
went back and forth gaining 
possession of the ball. 
Uberty goalie Andrew 
Madero was under a lot of o f 
fensive pressure, but defended 
the goal spectacularly, 'flie half 
ended with both teams unable 
to capitalize on chances in the 
18-yard box. 
ute when Darren Amoo scored'off a six. Madero grabbed a career high O n Friday, Liberty faced Presbyte-
Juan Guzman corner kick to notch eight saves, rian College in the newly dedicated 
his eighth goal of the season. The two "The biggest thing we talked ^bout Osbourne Stadium. H i e Flames 
teams both showed defensive tough- was belief" Adler said. "We had built burst out of the gate, and forward 
ness, as neither were able to generate some confidence against U N C , and Phillip Aseweh swung a shot into the , 
any offensive success. we were obviously one play from get- far side of the net, putting Liberty up 
Virginia's last chance came with ting a tie or a win. We felt going into 1 -0 at the 8:44 mark in the first half 
Presbyterian's best chance of 
scoring came from midfielder 
Paul Gunning, but his high-flying 
shot bounced ,off of the crossbar 
and out of play Amoo fired a wide 
swinging shot in the 55th minute, 
and the Blue Hose countered 
with a high arching shot from 
Gunning that was punched over 
the crossbar by Madero. 
In the final 10 minutes of play 
each team had two attempts but 
none of the shots were on the net. 
Presbyterian out shot the Flames 
6-5 and led in corner kicks by the 
same number. Madero had six 
saves on the night, and Walling-
ford grabbed three as the Flames 
move to 6-2-3 on the season with 
the 1-0 shutout. 
The Flames will visit Big 
South opponent Gardner-Webb 
Tuesday Tlie game is scheduled 
for 7 p.m. 
Contact Jeffrey Scott 
at jd.scott(®libertyedu. 
mi-mm i "lt/if,ll 
El.l OVEKHEY 
WHOO-HOO AMOO — Darren Amoo scored his eighth goal of ttie season with 
an assist from teammate Joan Guzman. 
Virginia scoi'ed the first goal 
of the contest in the.second halfwhen 25 seconds left when a corner kick this game we were going to try and 
Brian Ownby blasted a shot that went crossed but was cleared by the Flames find a win. I think our guys showed a 
off the right post but bounced to to end the game with a 1-1 tie. The lot ofdar ing and a lot of resolve, espe-
Bates who scorcd in the 77th iTiinute. Cavaliers out shot the Flames 29-6 cially going down at first, and scoring 
Liberty ans-wered in the 79th min- and had 13 corner kicks to Liberty's a minute and a halflater." 
GOLF coiilinued 
Dembowiak carded a second 
round 76 and moved to a tie for 17th. 
However, after a grueling 36 holes of 
play Liberty remained in first place, 
though Woffbrd, led by Medeiros, 
was lurking just two shots back going 
into the final day 
The conditions took a turn for the 
better during the final 18 holes, and 
although McKay (83) and Dem-
bowiak" (82) each saw their scores 
skyrocket, Libei'ty was able to hold 
off Wofford and a late charge from 
Gardner-Webb to claim its first team 
victory since the f-irst Market Bank 
Intercollegiate in March. 
Karlsson was the star o f t he day for 
Liberty as the Kalmar, Sweden native 
was able to offset diree bogeys with 
two birdies for a final round 73 and 
finish in a tie for fourth place.' 
"The last day was a lot tougher than 
the first two days when it came to the 
pin positions," Karlsson said. "You 
could not afford to miss the green on 
the wrong side because then you had 
a certain bogey on your scorecard." 
Watters joined his teammate in 
fourth place after his final round 74, 
although the junior admitted getting 
off to a rough start. 
It started on the par-5, second hole 
where Watters made a bogey O n the 
next hole, a 416-yard par-4, Watters 
sliced his tee shot right and out of 
bounds, and followed it up by hook-
ing his provisional ball left into the 
woods. He chipped out into the fair-
way knocked a wedge onto the green 
and two putted for a costly triple bo-
gey Despite feeling like he was "sick 
to his stomach", Watters followed up 
a front-nine 40 with a back nine score 
o f2-under 34 with a trio of birdies at 
the numbers 10, H a n d 14,good for 
a final round 74. 
"1 definitely think the key moment 
of my rounds for the week was the 
last nine holes of the tournament," 
Watters said. "I had a rough front 
nine, bu t I told myself to stay patient 
on the back side and I knew I would 
post a good number. It felt awesome 
to finish well because 1 knew the team 
needed me to post a good score." 
Dooley reboundpd from a second 
round 80 and came in with a final 
round 76, giving him a share for 14th 
place while McKay finished in a tie 
for 28th. Dembowiak finished in a tie 
for 40th at 18-over par. 
"A win at any tournameiit is al-
ways good, especially when you are 
playing against 12 N C A A Division 
I teams. We will definitely take con-
fidence fi-om this tournament know-
ing we did not play our best and still 
were able to pull off a victory," Head 
Coach Jeff Thomas said. "It is a great 
start to the season, but hopefully not 
the highlight. If the guys stay focused 
and continue to practice hard there 
should be better things to comeJ^-
Contact Jake Petersen 
at jtpetersen(®libertyedu, 
COAST cotitinued 
It produces a record break-
ing 45-point margin of victory 
for the Flames in a Big South 
matchup, 
"We had great balance on 
offense. We were able to run 
the ball pretty consistently 
inside and outside, we threw 
the ball with real good ef-
ficiency and threw the ball 
deep to Chris Summers on a 
couple of plays that really gave 
us a chance to break the game 
open," Rocco said. 
Quarterback Tommy 
Beecher threw for 216 yards 
and completed 17 o f 2 3 passes. 
"I just like moving the ball 
down the field. It doesn't both-/ 
er me too much if I don't hav^ 
any touchdowns passes a r ^ 
we score 58 poinis a gamfe," 
Beecher joked. 
The bye week during fall 
break was a big reason .for 
the Flames' great play against 
Coastal, especially for Allen. 
'Aldreakis had a great week 
in practice. He was off to a 
good start but he was just a lit-
tle too lighthearted, and a little 
too loose for me. He really fo-
cused this week. He practiced 
hard and he has a chance to be 
really good," Rocco said. 
"I was really uptight this 
week. I haven't felt real good 
about this team in a while. I 
really never thought we played 
the way we were capable of 
^laying, but we did that the 
second half today," Rocco said. 
Liberty was able to shake off 
what was hindering them fi'om 
tapping their full potential and 
inally played football the way 
^occo wants it to be played — 
with authority 
The Flames record im-
proves to 4-2 (1-0 Big'South) 
and the Chanticleers fall to 
3-3 (1-1). Liberty will travel 
to Charieston Southern to face 
the Buccaneers O c t 24. 
Contact Jordan LoSasso at 
jlosasso0)libertyedu. 
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Human Resource Management Courses and Specialization 
Liberty University has recently expanded its Business Major to Include a specialization In 
Human Resource Management (HRM). These classes provide valuable Information for 
individuals In all professions. 
C \ a 5 e e e o f f e r e d : 
• 3U61342: Human Resource Management 
• &U61343: Employee and Labor Relations 
• BUS! 440: Compensation Management 
• PUS! 443: Workforce Planning and Employment 
• &U61444: Human Resource Development 
f 3U51445: Human Resource Management Practicum 
SHIM 
bilLIBERTY UNIVERSITY 
iSOCIETY FOR HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
B e n e f i t s o f H R M : 
•Top opportunity for job growth, high 
earnings potential, creativity, and flexibility 
• Learn how to efficiently and effectively 
manage your organization's workforce 
• Learn how to legally operate as a supervisor, 
manager, or employer 
W h o c a n E n r o l l ? 
•Any student needing upper-level electives 
• Business majors desiring an 
HRM specialization 
ISOCIE
Dr. Colleen McLaughlin, SPHR • lushrm@liberty.edu • DeMoes Hall # 1 0 4 9 • 4 3 4 - 5 9 2 - 3 7 2 2 
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A Raisin in the Sun 
GUANT MCGINNIS 
OWTTMES: 
;; Ocl'. 24at,r«' : - ' 
Emily DeFosse 
FEATURE EDITOR 
A father dead, a mother 
straggling to bold her family 
together, children going astray, 
a wife in desperation and a 
family unraveling at the seams. 
The Liberty Tlieatre Department brings 
a gripping drama to life in its performance of 
Lorraine Hansberry's "A Raisin in the Sun," 
which opened last weekend under the direc-
tion of Assistant Professor of Theatre Arts 
Neal Brasher, 
The story depicts the lite of a black fam-
ily living in a small Chicago apartment in the 
1950s. Their father has recently died and a 
$10,000 life insurance check gives the family 
hope and cause for debate over the use o f t h e 
money 
"The main struggle in the play is what to 
do with the money," Brasher said, "Finally the 
mother decides that she wants to buy a house 
and move out of this tiny litde apartment 
they've been living in for decades," 
The house is located in an all-white neigh-
borhood that sends a representative from the 
welcoming committee, who is anything but 
welcoming, to visit the family 
Aside from racial issues, the play also tackles 
the issues of abortion, importance of family 
and courage, 
"You don't have to have courage to do what 
you feel like doing, you have to have courage 
to do what you don't feel like doing but know 
is right," Brasher said. "If you are not afraid 
of skydiving, then it doesn't take courage to 
skydive, it is just fun. But if you have a phobia 
of cats, then it takes a lot more courage for you 
to reach out and pet a cat than it does for you 
to jump out of an airplane. To me (the idea of 
courage) is one of the best things about the 
show." 
"This isn't simply a story about a black fam-
ily," Junior LaShonda Brown said. "It's a story 
about plain working people who just want to 
provide a better life for themselves in a respect-
able a,nd honest way" 
Brown, one of the few veteran actors in the 
show, plays Ruth Younger, the wife of maid 
character Walter Youngk J 
One of the reasons this play was chosen WM 
to reach out to ethnic students on campus ai^d 
encourage them to participate in the d e p M 
ment, according to Brasher, The show starr 
many actors new to Liberty's stage. 
"We want to put people from a variety of 
ethnic groups not just in plays like this, bi^t 
in Shakespeare plays and musicals and every-
thing," Brasher said. 
Audience members found the play moving 
and appreciated that Liberty chose to do a play 
that discussed so many tough issues, 
"I was impressed that Liberty did something 
more somber in tone .,. It's stuff that people 
really don't like to talk about, and I appreciate 
that they confronted it and put it out there," 
junior Danielle Black said. 
Junior Jason Irizarry, who played Tevye in 
last year's production of 'A Fiddler on the 
RooC attended opening night. 
"Tliere were moments in that play that were 
just heart-wrenching," Irizarry said. "I think itjs 
important for us to do shows here at Liberty 
that make us question and .., challenge our 
world views with what we see on stage." 
• Contact Emily DeFosse at 
ebdefosse(®libertyedu. 
The way I see it: A man^ s response to '^ What women want'' 
Eli Overbey 
PHOTOOAPHY AND GRAPHIC DESIGN 
In response to last issue's article "The Way 1 
See It; What women wish men would wear," 
1 would like to take a minute to defend myself 
and the rest o f the male population. 
1. It is kind of cool that women have an attrac-
tiveness scale for men. Tlie last time I checked, 
I weighed in at 160. Ifyou are going off a I -10 
scale, then I guess I am doing well! 
2. My mother stopped dressing me when I was 
8. She buys me clothes every now and then, 
but I dress myself 1 think 1 speak tor most guys 
when I say this. 1 wear the clothes she buys to 
make her happy, but 1 dress myself thank you. 
3.1 partially agree on the pink issue. However, 
being October, it is breast cancer awareness 
month. I'ink is a must. Brett Favre and his 
other counterparts wore pink cleats and The better ciuestioii is, why are you looking at boxer-wearing brothers, 
gloves on a nationally televised football game, my jeans? I thought my heart was what truly 
If Favre can do it, so can other men. counted. 
4. Skinny jeans are for women. That is the one 
thing you got completely right. 
5, Do not talk about my sports team. 1 do 
not wear my jersey or shirt every day — just 
on the days they play I do not talk about 
you carrying Vera Bradley or Louis Vuitton 
every day, and I have never seen Vuitton 
run a punt return back for a touchdown, or 
Vera dunk a basketball over a 7-foot man. 
If I do not say anything about you wear-
ing those labels every day, let me represent 
my favorite sports team every now and then. 
7,1 do not tuck my shirt in. Take a visual poll 
around you right now. The majority of men 
don't either, 
8, There is absolutely nothing wrong with my 
white socks. It is a proven fact that colored 
socks breed bacteria. If every man listened to 
you and threw away his white socks, the world 
would sufter an uprising of athlete's foot, I have 
a feeling that would rank pretty low on the 
attractiveness scale. Nothing says love like toot 
fungi. As long as I do not wear my white socks 
with dress pants, I am doing well. 
6, Whatiswrongwith the light-colored jeans? 9. Some guys cannot help that their boxers 
I agree that dark-colored jeans are dressier and show - especially if they are tall, I keep my 
should be worn on more serious occasions, pants up and on, but I sympathize with my tall 
10.1 do not button my shirt to the top unless I 
am wearing a tie. Ifl do not, my grandmother 
will button it for me. 
11. I normally do not wear a ratty shirt unles;? 
I am working. But if I cannot socialize while 
wearing a ratty shirt, does that mean I cannot 
talk to the people I work with? 
12. 1 am sorry that y'all are so beautiful, but 
hey we try 
13. Have an amazing day! 
Contact Eli Overbey at 
eoverbey(fl)libertyedu. 
Then and Now: 
A fun-filled weekend 
Mallory Barks, Camille Smith and 
Amanda Thomason 
FEATURE AND NEWS REPORTERS 
Blazing flames soared high into 
the sky drawing a large crowd of 
Liberty students, staff and alumni 
to begin the homecoming festivi-
ties this weekend. After alumni were 
welcomed Friday afternoon, the 
bonfire and pep rally began at 9 p.m. 
in the parking lot of Tliomas Road 
Baptist Church, 
Student Activities invited Coach 
Danny Rocco and the football team 
to be a part of the bonfire for the 
first time last year, and they contin-
ued the tradition this year, accord-
ing to Associate Director of Student 
Activities Alese Chandler 
"(We want to) bring the old-tash-
ioned homecoming back," Chandler 
.said. "It just feels very school-spirited 
and ... it's contagious." 
Coach Rocco spoke to the enthu-
siastic crowd to fuel excitement for 
Saturday afternoon's game. 
"It's really great of you to come 
out and support this football pro-
gram and this homecoming event," 
Rocco said. "It doesn't matter who 
we're playing, it doesn't matter what 
time of day the game is, it doesn't 
matter what the weather is — you 
guys are constant and we appreciate 
that. Yoii truly are the 12th man and 
you make a difference." 
Saturday's many events began 
at Camp Hydaway with the Deep 
Hollow halfmarathon and 5k race, 
which were open to all alumni and 
students, and drew a substantial 
turnout. 
Homecoming festivities continued 
with the annual parade, and float 
competition. 
T h e Student Government 
Association (SGA) won first place 
in the competition for its float fea-
turing Executive Vice President of 
Liberty, Ron Godwin and an ener-
getic di.splay of excitement. 
"Tlie SGA students were scream-
ing. They really won for their school 
spirit," Chandler said. "Ron Godwin 
looked like he was having the time 
of his life," 
Tlie nursing department took 
second place for its iloat portraying 
the swine flu pandemic, w d third 
place was awarded to the College 
Republicans. 
Groups such as the equestrian 
ALEX THWEUS 
PRIDE — The Spirit ofthe Mountairf nnarches through campus. 
team and Student Leadership filled 
the 21 spots in the parade, 
Tlie weekend climaxed with the 
much anticipated football game 
against Coastal Carolina University, 
Free "Beat Coastal" T-shirts were 
given to the first 1,000 fans to enter 
the stadium. A total of 14,371 fans 
were present at the game. 
At the end o f t h e fourth quarter, 
Liberty's football team walked away 
with a S8-13 win. The crowd went 
wild as the team played hard and 
brought its fens yet another incred-
ible victory 
' T h e homecoming game was 
exhilarating, and it was so much 
fun to destroy Coastal and show the 
alumni how much school pride we 
have," fi-eshman Ally Yurowski said. 
Contact Mallory Barks at 
mjbarks@libert)'.edu. 
Contact Camille .Smith at 
Cjsmith3(iJ)libertyedu. 
Contact Amanda Thomason at 
ahthomason^liberty.edu. 
BONFIRE 
HISTORY 
Mallory Bark's 
FEATURE REPORTER 
Via- President for Spiritual 
Development Dwayne Carson ^ 
said he host(si die bonfire 
a i d h,iyride in 1985 at his : 
fkher's Anihers,t County farm. ' 
Eventually (Jarson .startitd 
holding the bonfire in his own 
backyard. 
"Because so many stud£nts 
were coming over to my 
house, we=talked aiwut doing 
a big bonfire for homecoirv 
ing," C^rsoji <ia)d. "We are die 
Flames, ^ e r all.* 
Carson worked with Student 
Activities to put tcgctlietdic 
• first honfiie on l i b e r f / s cam-
pus in 2093. ' 
"When p u r nickname is die 
Flames, you liaaee to have a fire," 
Carsonsaid. 
Tlikyears boiifinc, tha&s t 
since IDDdirSsas held in the 
TTromas Road Baptist Church 
padang b t anJM'asjnade from 
sacks d 'woodeii c r s t o « i d 
c 
i . Contact JVtaI}oryBarics,.if^ 
m.)kirkfiCi?'ljSrfi)''jafa. 
irmacB 
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Cat Hewett 
FEATURE REPORTER 
If there is one thing that 
Liberty students know how to 
do, it is how to find the ballot 
box come election time, Dr. 
Barry Moore, Vice President 
of Outreach and .Strategic 
Partnerships at Liberty, started 
the Vote 4 Lynchburg cam-
paign to harness tliat energy 
and help boost Lynchburg's 
standing in the 2009 Reader's 
Choice Best Cities poll. 
Lynchburg is currently the 
top rated city in the Kipliiiger 
com yearly survey to find 
readers' favorite cities in the 
nation. Roanoke trails behind; 
by n 5 votes. - ' • ' 
'Any time the city where 
Cpmpetiton 
LOOK AT ALL THESE EXTRAORDINARY VALUES 
^ ^ ^ ^ Boys Long Sleeve 
LAYERED TOPS 
Competitor^ price up to $7-12 
Boys Long Sleeve 
THERMALS 
Competitof^ price up to $7>12 
Men's 
WORKWEAR 
WOVEN'S 
Competitor^ price up to $24 
Juniors 
FASHION 
PLAID TUNICS 
Competitor^ price up to $19.99 
^exianen 
BODY PILLOWS 
Competitor^ price up to S I 9.99 
Young Men's 
GRAnllC ZIP HOODS 
Competitor's price up to $24 
f Junior 
\ f / l i t z &: f j f t u n 
_ HOLIDAY DRESSES 
Competitor's price up to $24.99 
' Specialty Store GIrii 
HOODIES & FLEECE 
JACKETS 0 Juniors ; F Competitor's g a p m ^ ^ 
FASHIONis l^g l ! ;^?^ 
PLAID TUNICS ^ 
Competitor't price up to $24.99 , , , 
Men's 
POLAR FLEECE 
Competitor's price up to $ 28 
Giris F A S H I O N BOOTS 
Competitor's price up to $14.99-19.99 
Juniors 
ACTIVE YOGA 
FLEECE PANTS Competitor's price up to $12.99 
Missy's 
FAMOUS BRAND NAME 
THERMALS & TEES 
Competitor's price up to $48 
Ladies 
CAREER PANTS 
Competitor's price up to $39.99 
Girls 
SPECIALTY STORE 
PANTS AND TOPS 
Competitor's price 
up to $20-32 
JEWELRY 
BUYOUT 
EARRINGS 
BRACELETS 
NECKLACES 
Cofflpetltor't price up to SK.tS 
THIS IS JUST A SAMPLE OF OUR HUGE SELECTION 
RUGGED 
W E A R HOUSE 
^ Ws Af Skotkirtj, Prias. 
STORES JOINING IN THE CELEBRATION INCLUDE: 
LYNCHBURG 
CANDLER'S STATION SHOPPING CENTER 
For Store Locations Please Visit www.RuggedVVearhouse.com 
I I 
Savings compsred to original specialty and department 
store prices. While supplies iMt. Selea styles and brands only. 
Items shoiwn may flot represent actual merchandise. Quantities 
are limited. Exact styles may vary fiom store to store. 
Rugged Wearhouse reserves the right to limit quantMies. No rain check. 
ytnir university i.s located re-
ceive.s high mark.s, it helps 
reciuiting, alumni support, 
. donor relations, better com-
' murlity relations and the eco-
nomic developinent of the 
region," Moore said. 
Moore i.s also chaiiman of 
the Lynchburg Regi9n Tour-
ism Roard aiid jiai'd that Lib-
erty partners wjth n^^iiy busi-
nesses in the siirrbunding 
area to promote economic 
growth., • '•'• 
. . "Last year, approximately 
$132 million was .spent here 
in our region and a good bit 
was no doubt generated b)' 
Liberty events," Moore said. 
"Liberty University is a ma-
jor player in the region's eco-
nomic success." 
Moore cited Liberty bas-
ketball, football, Winterfest, 
College for a Weekend and 
other Liberty events as boost-
ers for the regional economy. 
"We cross the campus and 
often hear Liberty s tuden t s 
and their parents praise the 
beauty of the communi ty 
and Liberty," Moore sajd. 
"Tlie Kiplinger survey J of 
favorite cities is one way fo 
show our support." ^ 
Kiplinger's goal is to find 
places that are not only large 
and have an abundance of 
jobs, but also are great places 
to live, have the potential for 
future success and plenty of 
extracurricular opportuni-
ties. 
"Our approach this year to 
picking the ten best cities in 
which to live and work was 
simple: Look for places with 
strong economies and abun-
dant jobs," the Kiplinger.com 
Web site said. 
•Students come from all 
over the world, and they no-
tice the difference' between 
other cities when they come 
to Lynchburg. 
"People in upstate Virginia 
and the D.Cl area are not as 
nice, but ... when you go 
into a (L,ynchburg) restau-
rant people are friendly," se-
nior Ashleigh Rector said."] 
really like that about Lynch-
burg." 
Students may vote just 
once a day, and there is no 
deadline on the poll. To find 
the Best Cities survey stu-
dents can follow the link on 
tile splash page or go to www. 
kiplinger.com. 
Contact Cat Hewett at 
cahewett(5)libertyedu. 

